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Mark Yusko's vision of tokenization signals a profound shift in our interaction with value
and assets, offering a compelling perspective on the transformative power of blockchain

technology. Tokenization, representing real-world assets as digital tokens on a
blockchain, holds the potential to revolutionize transactions and investments across

various asset classes.

Yusko's assertion that everything of value will eventually be tokenized underscores the
broad scope of this vision, encompassing traditional financial instruments, tangible

assets like art and real estate, as well as intangible assets such as private businesses.
The efficiency and transparency gained by representing these assets as blockchain

tokens highlight the transformative potential of tokenization.

This vision aligns with the broader trend of digitization and the move towards a more
interconnected and digital economy. The blockchain's role as a public ledger, replacing

reliance on physical documents and intermediaries, emphasizes transparency and
security in the ownership and transfer of value.

Yusko's distinction between tokens and coins is crucial, emphasizing that tokenization
goes beyond native digital assets like Bitcoin and Ethereum. It extends to a broader array

of real-world assets transitioning into the digital realm through tokens with specific
ownership and value attributes.

The potential implications of this shift are vast, including the democratization of
investment opportunities through fractional ownership, enhanced liquidity and market
efficiency, and the blur of traditional boundaries between asset classes. However, this

vision also prompts considerations and challenges, such as evolving regulatory
landscapes, technical infrastructure scalability, and impacts on established industries.

In conclusion, Mark Yusko's vision of a tokenized future presents a compelling thesis for
the evolution of value and assets in the digital age. If realized, this vision could unlock

new opportunities for wealth creation, investment accessibility, and market efficiency,
ushering in a transformative era in finance and commerce. Nonetheless, it calls for

careful navigation of challenges and considerations on the path towards widespread
tokenization.

“Tokenization and the Transformative Future of Value and Assets"

- Mark W. Yusko, Chief Investment Officer and Managing Director
 (Morgan Creek Capital Management LLC)

Insights into the Future
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Comprehensive

Glossary

Security Token Offering (STO)

A Security Token Offering (STO) is
a fundraising method in which
digital securities are issued and
sold on a blockchain, providing
investors with ownership stakes in
the underlying asset and
complying with relevant securities
regulations.

Geographical Constraints

Limitations imposed by
geographical boundaries
affecting investment
opportunities or accessibility
to financial markets

Security Token Units (STUs)

Security Token Units (STUs) are
digital representations of ownership
or investment in a security tokenized
asset, providing holders with rights
and benefits within the Uni Citizens
Fund ecosystem. Each STU
represents a share in the fund and
grants its holder access to dividends,
voting rights, and other features
defined by the smart contract
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Blockchain

A decentralized and distributed
digital ledger that records

transactions across multiple
computers in a secure and

transparent manner

Decentralized Finance (DeFi)

Decentralized finance offers
financial instruments without

relying on intermediaries such as
brokerages, exchanges, or banks

by using smart contracts on a
blockchain.

DAO

 Decentralized Autonomous
Organization - a blockchain-based,

self - governed entity with
transparent, automated rules and

no central control
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Mutual Portfolio Investment

An investment strategy
involving a diverse portfolio
of assets, distributing
investments across different
sectors or markets to reduce
risk

07
BEP-20

A token standard on the Binance
Smart Chain (BSC), outlining rules

for token issuance and
transactions

03
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Executive

Summary

In a transformative era where financial inclusion takes center stage, Uni Citizens Fund (UNC
Fund), promoted by Universal Citizens FZ-LLC, pioneers a groundbreaking approach
through Security Tokenization. Traditional investment structures have long been
characterized by complex barriers, limiting access and leaving many on the periphery of
financial opportunities. UNC Fund seizes the mantle of innovation, introducing Security
Tokenization to dissolve these barriers and redefine the narrative of global investment.

Security Tokenization, a cornerstone of our approach, transforms traditional assets into
digital tokens on a secure blockchain, ensuring transparency, liquidity, and global
accessibility. UNC Fund stands at the forefront of a financial revolution, committed to
democratizing the investment landscape and providing an inclusive gateway to diverse
opportunities.

Redefining Access to Opportunities

We're on a mission to redefine access—opening
doors that were once sealed shut-to empower

individuals globally with the means to participate
in Mutual Portfolio Investments across diverse

sectors and markets.

A Unified Investment Community

Our vision extends beyond profits; it's about
fostering a unified investment community,

bridging geographical boundaries, and creating a
space where transparency and inclusivity reign

supreme.

UNC Fund champions inclusivity, ensuring
investment opportunities transcend borders,
welcoming all, regardless of background or
location.

Transparency is UNC Fund's cornerstone, fostering
trust through immutable records and clear visibility
into investments.

M I S S I O N V I S I O N

V A L U E S
UNC Fund empowers individuals by
democratizing investments, enabling
fractional ownership for financial freedom.

The UNC Fund community thrives on
collaboration, where voices matter, shaping
the ecosystem's direction and growth.
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Problem Identification &

Solution

In the landscape of investment, traditional avenues have long been marked by exclusivity,
limited accessibility, and opaque processes, hindering the aspirations of many aspiring
investors and innovative startups. 

The conventional methods of funding, from initial investments by promoters to STOs and
venture capital, have perpetuated barriers that obstruct smaller stakeholders and
geographically distant individuals from participating in the global financial ecosystem.

Conventional Fund-raising Methods

Investments by Promoters

Description: Portion of company shares held by its
promoters or founders, representing their ownership
interest and alignment with the company's success.

Process: Promoters acquiring shares during the
company's inception or subsequent fundraising rounds,
demonstrating their commitment to the business.

Public Shares/IPOs

Description: The stage where a private company
transitions to a public company by offering its shares to

the public through a stock exchange.

Process: A company hires investment banks to underwrite
its shares, sets an initial offering price, and issues shares

to the public, raising capital and becoming publicly traded.

Mutual Funds

Description: Investment vehicle that pools money from
multiple investors to invest in a diversified portfolio of

stocks, bonds, or other securities.

Process: Investors buy shares of the mutual fund, and
professional fund managers make investment decisions

on behalf of the shareholders.

Venture Capital

Description: Private funding provided by investors to
startups and small businesses in exchange for equity.

Process: Startups pitch their business ideas to venture
capitalists, who invest funds to support growth, and in
return, gain ownership stakes in the companies.

6S t a r t  < <



Gaps in Traditional 
Methods

Geographical Restrictions
Geographical constraints in traditional investment methods limit the scope and
reach of investment opportunities, confining them within specific regions or
jurisdictions. Overcoming these barriers is pivotal for unlocking global
investment prospects and fostering a more diverse and expansive portfolio for
investors.

Source of Fund Limitations
Traditional investment avenues often restrict funding sources to accredited
investors or established financial entities. This limited accessibility excludes a
significant portion of potential investors, stifling opportunities for broader
participation and diverse capital sources, hindering innovation and growth for
emerging ventures.

Regulatory Hurdles
Regulatory complexities and stringent compliance requirements create
significant hurdles in the fundraising process. These regulatory frameworks,
while intended for investor protection, often result in prolonged processing
times, excessive paperwork, and substantial legal and administrative costs,
hampering the agility and efficiency of capital acquisition.

Centralized Access Challenges
The centralized nature of the traditional investment channels, relying on
intermediary institutions like banks and underwriters, leads to limited
accessibility and increased costs. This centralization impedes direct
engagement between investors and opportunities, adding layers of
intermediaries that can hinder transparency and control over investment
decisions.

IPO Process Complexity and Time Consumption
The process of conducting an Initial Public Offering (IPO) involves multifaceted
stages, including engaging merchant bankers, underwriters, and rigorous
regulatory compliance. This protracted procedure consumes considerable time
and incurs significant costs for companies, leading to delays in market entry and
potential growth setbacks.
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Exit Strategy Complexities for Venture Capital
Venture capitalists exert substantial pressure on businesses to present lucrative
exit strategies. This pressure might steer ventures towards decisions that
prioritize short-term gains over sustained growth. Consequently, companies
might make choices that focus on immediate profitability, potentially
overlooking or undermining long-term sustainability and innovation.

Tax Inefficiency of Mutual Funds
One of the inherent drawbacks of mutual funds lies in their potential to distribute
taxable capital gains to investors, even if the investors haven't sold their shares.
This creates a tax burden for investors, subjecting them to tax liabilities on
realized gains despite not personally executing any transactions, significantly
affecting their net returns.

Equity Dilution in Venture Capital
Venture capital investment often involves exchanging funding for equity stakes
in businesses. While this provides vital financial support, it leads to the dilution
of ownership for founders and early stakeholders. This dilution diminishes their
proportional ownership and control over the company, affecting decision-
making authority and potential long-term alignment.

Limited Control and Flexibility in Mutual Funds
Investors engaging in mutual funds encounter restricted control over the fund's
decisions and portfolio holdings. This lack of direct influence inhibits their ability
to dictate or impact specific asset purchases or sales within the fund.
Consequently, investors rely heavily on fund managers' strategies and decisions,
limiting their ability to tailor the portfolio to individual preferences or changing
market conditions.

Navigating these challenges becomes vital as they underscore the drawbacks entrenched in
conventional investment approaches, emphasizing necessity for transformative solutions.

UNC Fund, at the forefront of innovation, aims to overcome these challenges by embracing
Security Tokenization and decentralized finance. Through a Mutual Portfolio Investment
platform, UNC Fund empowers investors with heightened control, transparency, and
accessibility. Leveraging blockchain and smart contracts, UNC Fund addresses tax
inefficiencies, mitigates equity dilution concerns, and fosters sustainable growth by
aligning investor and venture interests.

UNC Fund envisions a future where these barriers are overcome, creating an environment
of inclusivity, efficiency, and transparency in investment practices, benefiting both
investors and ventures seeking capital infusion. 
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Solution Derived by 
UNC Fund

Understanding the differences between traditional investment vehicles like mutual funds
and UNC Fund's innovative solutions is pivotal for potential investors. These comparisons
illuminate the constraints of conventional models, demonstrating how UNC Fund provides
improved control, flexibility, and optimized tax strategies within a diversified investment
framework.

This distinct contrast equips investors with the understanding to make informed choices,
selecting an investment avenue that better aligns with their financial objectives and
preferences.

IPO, Venture Capital Fund
vs

Uni Citizens Fund

F e a t u r e

F e a t u r e
I n i t i a l  P u b l i c

O f f e r i n g  ( I P O )

V e n t u r e  C a p i t a l

F u n d
U n i  C i t i z e n s  F u n d

Highly regulated process
governed by securities
commissions and stock
exchange regulations.

Subject to securities laws and
regulations; compliance

requirements vary by
jurisdiction.

Compliance with securities
regulations, often leveraging

exemptions or tailored
frameworks for security tokens

Regulatory
Compliance

Primarily open to institutional
investors, accredited investors,
and high-net-worth individuals.

Limited to accredited
investors, institutions, and
high-net-worth individuals.

Inclusive access for retail
investors, accredited investors,

and institutions, promoting
broader participation.

Investor 
Access

Involves issuing shares to the
public through an underwriting

process and listing on stock
exchanges.

Involves raising capital from
private investors, venture

capitalists, or angel investors
in exchange for equity stakes.

Utilizes blockchain technology to
issue security tokens

representing ownership or
investment in assets.

Fundraising 
Process

Shareholders own equity in the
company, typically represented

by shares traded on public
exchanges.

Limited partners invest in the
venture capital fund and

receive ownership stakes in
the portfolio companies.

Token holders’ own security
tokens representing fractional
ownership or investment in the
underlying assets or projects.

Ownership
Structure

Shares are traded on public
stock exchanges, providing

liquidity to investors, albeit with
restrictions.

Limited liquidity for venture
capital investments; exit

opportunities through
acquisitions, IPOs, or
secondary markets.

Security tokens offer increased
liquidity due to trading on

blockchain-based platforms,
providing 24/7 access.

Liquidity
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Typically larger, established
companies seeking capital for

expansion, acquisitions, or
public listing.

Focuses on early-stage
startups or growth-stage

companies with high growth
potential across various

industries.

Diversified portfolio approach,
investing in a range of assets,
projects, or ventures across

industries or sectors.

Investment
Focus

IPOs can raise significant
amounts of capital, often in the

millions or billions of dollars.

Venture capital funds invest
varying amounts, typically
ranging from hundreds of

thousands to millions of dollars
per deal.

STOs can cater to a wide range of
investment sizes, from small to
large, depending on the project

and investor demand.

Investment
Size

Generally lower risk compared to
venture capital investments due

to the maturity and stability of
companies.

Higher risk due to the early-
stage nature of investments,

with potential for high returns
or losses.

Risk profile varies depending on
the underlying assets or projects,

ranging from conservative to
speculative.

Investment
Risk

Companies go public through an
IPO, providing liquidity to
existing shareholders and

potential returns to investors.

Exit strategies include IPOs,
mergers, acquisitions, or
secondary market sales,

providing liquidity to limited
partners.

Potential exit strategies include
secondary market trading,

buyback programs, or liquidity
events facilitated by token

exchanges.

Exit
Strategy

Public companies are subject to
rigorous reporting and

disclosure requirements,
providing transparency to

shareholders and regulators.

Venture capital firms provide
periodic updates to limited

partners but may have limited
public transparency.

Blockchain technology provides
transparency through immutable
records and real-time reporting

on token holders' rights and asset
performance.

Transparency and
Reporting

This comparison highlights the distinct characteristics and differences between IPOs, venture capital funds, and Security
Token Offerings (STOs) offered by Uni Citizens Fund, providing investors with various options for capital allocation and
investment diversification.

F e a t u r e
I n i t i a l  P u b l i c

O f f e r i n g  ( I P O )

V e n t u r e  C a p i t a l

F u n d
U n i  C i t i z e n s  F u n d

Mutual Fund
vs

Diversified Universal Mutual Investment offered by
Uni Citizens Fund

F e a t u r e

F e a t u r e M u t u a l  F u n d U n i  C i t i z e n s  F u n d

Pooled investment vehicle managed
by a fund manager.

Diversified investment structure with a focus on a range of
assets, projects, or ventures, managed through smart

contracts and blockchain technology.
Structure

Investors own units or shares in the
mutual fund.

Investors hold security tokens representing ownership or
investment in a diversified portfolio of assets within Uni

Citizens Fund.
Ownership

Managed by professional fund
managers, who make investment

decisions based on the fund's
objectives.

Utilizes a diversified approach, investing in a broad range of
assets or projects, often with active participation from the

community in decision-making.
Investment
Approach
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F e a t u r e

May focus on specific asset classes,
such as stocks, bonds, or a

combination of both.

Diversified across various asset classes, including but not
limited to real estate, technology, commodities, and other

investment opportunities.
Asset

Classes

Redemption of mutual fund units
typically occurs at the end of the

trading day based on the Net Asset
Value (NAV).

Security tokens offer increased liquidity, as they can be
traded on blockchain-based platforms, providing 24/7

access.
Liquidity

Minimum investment amounts set by
the mutual fund, varying by fund and

share class.

Uni Citizens Fund may offer more flexible minimum
investment amounts, potentially allowing a broader range of

investors to participate.
Investment
Minimums

Management fees charged as a
percentage of assets under

management (AUM).

Fees associated with Uni Citizens Fund may include smart
contract execution fees, potentially resulting in a different

fee structure.
Management

Fees

Provides periodic reports on
holdings and performance but may

lack real-time transparency.

Blockchain technology ensures transparency through
immutable records, real-time reporting, and visibility into the

fund's assets and activities.
Transparency

Redemption requests processed at
the end of the trading day based on

the NAV.

Security tokens may offer more immediate redemption
options, subject to the rules and smart contract provisions

set by Uni Citizens Fund.
Redemption

Process

Subject to financial regulations and
oversight by relevant authorities.

Compliance with securities regulations for security tokens,
potentially incorporating regulatory frameworks for

increased transparency and investor protection.
Regulatory

Environment

Not applicable.
Utilizes smart contracts for automated processes, token

issuance, dividend distribution, and governance, enhancing
efficiency and reducing the need for intermediaries.

Smart
Contracts

Limited participation in decision-
making, primarily managed by the

fund manager.

May incorporate community-driven decisions through
governance mechanisms, allowing investors to have a say in

fund allocation and management.
Community

Participation

Limited flexibility in terms of
investment options and fund

structure.

Potential for customization based on investor preferences
and project opportunities, offering a more adaptable

investment approach.
Flexibility and
Customization

This comparison highlights the differences between traditional mutual funds and the Diversified Universal Mutual
Investment offered by Uni Citizens Fund. Uni Citizens Fund leverages blockchain technology and a diversified investment
strategy to provide investors with increased transparency, liquidity, and potential for community-driven decision-making.

F e a t u r e M u t u a l  F u n d U n i  C i t i z e n s  F u n d
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Uni Citizens Fund (UNC Fund) is a groundbreaking venture introduced by Universal Citizens
FZ-LLC, aiming to reshape the landscape of investment through a security token offering
(STO). UNC Fund leverages blockchain technology and tokenization to democratize access
to investment opportunities, providing a diverse range of investors the chance to
participate in a dynamic and innovative financial venture. 

The UNC Fund security token, based on the BEP-20 standard on the Binance Smart Chain,
offers a secure and transparent means of representing ownership in the fund. With a total
of 200 million Security Token Units (STUs), UNC Fund strategically allocates these tokens to
different categories of investors, including Seed Investors, Pre-Launch Investors, and Retail
Investors.

The UNC Fund’s ecosystem prioritizes community-driven governance, fostering active
engagement and participation in decision-making processes. Leveraging smart contracts
and a dynamic staking mechanism, UNC Fund investors can explore various options,
securing their tokens for specific durations to earn competitive Annual Percentage Yields
(APYs). This forward-looking approach enhances token holder commitment, promoting
stability and security for sustained growth and profitability.

In summary, the Uni Citizens Fund emerges as a pioneering initiative in the world of
blockchain-based investments. By embracing the potential of security tokens and
leveraging the benefits of tokenization, UNC Fund aims to revolutionize traditional
investment models, making them more accessible, transparent, and rewarding for a global
audience. 

Overview of

Uni Citizens Fund

1 2S t a r t  < <



Key Aspect of UNC Fund

1 3

Token Name: Uni Citizens Fund
Symbol: UNC
Standard: BEP-20
Security Token: UNC Fund introduces a security token representing ownership in a
diversified portfolio of assets.
Total Supply: 200 million Security Token Units (STUs).

Token Overview

Seed Investors: 10% (20 million STUs)
Pre-Launch Investors: 10% (20 million STUs)
Retail Investors: 20% (40 million STUs)
Staking Bonus: 20% (40 million STUs)
Referrals: 5% (10 million STUs)
Airdrops: 5% (10 million STUs)
Promotion/Maintenance: 5% (10 million STUs)
Reserved for Future Offerings: 25% (50 million STUs)

Token Allocation

Customizable Offer Prices: Varies across stages for different investor categories.
Lock-In Periods: Varied for each category, promoting commitment and stability.

Offer Details

Seed Investors: Active participation, eligibility for dividend income, and a crucial role in
fund allocation.
Pre-Launch Investors: Incentives for facilitating liquidity, eligibility for dividend income
on staked tokens, staking rewards, participation incentives, and eligibility for joint
ventures.
Retail Investors: Inclusive access, dividend income on staked tokens, staking rewards,
governance participation, and customizable lock-in periods.

Benefits for Investors

S t a r t  < <
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The dividend distribution plan of UNC Fund is designed to benefit Seed Investors and
Staked Token Holders from both the Pre-Launch and Retail Investors categories. The
initial dividend payout is scheduled to occur one year after the listing on the exchange.
Subsequently, dividends will be distributed semi-annually starting from the second year
onwards.

Dividend Distribution

Security tokens listed on exchanges one year after the beginning of the first stage token
offering to retail investors.
Listing Price: $1.00
Listing Date: May 2025.

Exchange Listing

UNC Fund allocates 10% of the total raised fund from all investor categories to buy back
tokens, ensuring stability in token prices.

Buyback Mechanism

The vision of Uni Citizens Fund (UNC Fund) is to revolutionize the global financial landscape
through the innovative use of blockchain technology and tokenization. By representing a
diverse range of assets as digital tokens on the blockchain, UNC Fund envisions
democratizing access to investment opportunities, promoting market efficiency, and
fostering inclusivity. This transformative journey toward a tokenized future holds the
promise of unlocking new avenues for wealth creation and investment accessibility. 

In conclusion, UNC Fund is committed to sustainable growth, balancing risk and reward in
its investment strategy. Through strategic allocations, diverse offerings, and a dedication
to investor inclusivity, UNC Fund aims to shape a decentralized financial ecosystem that
transcends traditional boundaries, paving the way for a dynamic and interconnected future.

Vision and Conclusion

Staking Bonus: 20% of STUs allocated to Retails Investors and Pre-Launch Investors.
Customizable Lock-In Periods: 6 to 30 months.
Differential Annual Percentage Yield (APY) as bonus tokens.
Dividend Income eligibility on minimum 6 months lock-in period staked tokens.
Voting rights for staked token holders on corporate governance matters.

Staking Mechanism
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UNC Fund initiates its investment journey by collecting funds from a diverse investor base,
including Seed Investors, Pre-Launch Investors and Retail Investors. These funds are
aggregated to form a substantial pool for strategic investment allocation. The decision-
making process involves selecting ventures based on alignment with company goals and
investor preferences. 

Once the ventures are chosen, funds are executed and allocated accordingly. UNC Fund
maintains an active role in monitoring investments, aiming for a minimum annual yield of
30%, ensuring profitability and sustained growth for its investors. This holistic process
underscores UNC Fund's commitment to sound investment practices, transparency, and
delivering value to its community-driven ecosystem.

C o l l e c t  F u n d s

Receive investments from Seed Investors,
Pre-Launch Investors and Retail Investors

A g g r e g a t e

F u n d s

I n v e s t m e n t

A l l o c a t i o n

V e n t u r e

O p t i o n s

E x e c u t e

I n v e s t m e n t s

A n n u a l  Y i e l d

G e n e r a t i o n

Decide on the allocation of funds among
different ventures/industries.

Accumulate the collected funds for
investment

Select ventures for investment based on
company goals and investor interests.

Act on investment decisions by allocating
funds to chosen ventures

Monitor and ensure a minimum annual yield
of 30% from the invested funds

S e c u r i t y  T o k e n  U n i t s

L i s t i n g  o n  E x c h n a g e

1 5

Navigating Investment

Ecosystem
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Investing in Uni Citizens Fund (UNC Fund) presents a unique and compelling opportunity for
a variety of reasons:

Democratizing Access to Investments: UNC Fund is committed to democratizing
access to investment opportunities. Through its inclusive approach, it allows individuals
from various backgrounds and financial capabilities to participate, promoting a diverse
and widespread investor base.
Innovative Use of Blockchain Technology: UNC Fund leverages blockchain technology,
specifically the BEP-20 standard on the Binance Smart Chain, to offer security tokens.
This innovative use of blockchain technology enhances transparency, security, and
efficiency in ownership and transactions. 
Diverse Investor Categories: UNC Fund caters to different investor categories,
including Seed Investors, Pre-Launch Investors and Retail Investors. This diversified
approach ensures that various types of investors can find a suitable investment model
that aligns with their preferences and risk profiles.
Attractive Allocation Plans: The allocation plans for each investor category are
carefully designed to offer attractive terms. From the Seed Investors' active
participation and Pre-Launch Investors' assured cash returns to Retail Investors' flexible
staking options and dividend income eligibility, UNC Fund aims to provide a well-
rounded and rewarding investment experience.
Stability Measures: UNC Fund implements strategic measures for stability and market
integrity. The allocation of 10% of the total raised fund from all categories of investors
to buy back tokens demonstrates a commitment to maintaining token price stability,
instilling confidence among investors.
Engagement Incentives: The STO introduces additional incentives to promote
engagement and participation. Staking options with differential Annual Percentage
Yield (APY), bonus tokens for referrals, airdrops, and promotions add extra layers of
value for investors, encouraging long-term commitment.
Commitment to Fundamentals: UNC Fund allocates a significant portion of its funds
(60%-70%) to global financial markets, with a strategic focus on emerging markets like
India and developed markets like the USA. Additionally, investments in already
established ventures viz Project Management Consultancy, Real Estate Consultancy,
Investment Consultancy, Human Resource Management and Placement Services. Apart
from these various proposed ventures, including education and training, online gaming,
innovative startups, showcase a diversified approach for potential returns.

1 6

UNC Fund?
Why People Should Invest in
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Innovative Use of
Blockchain
Technology

UNC Fund leverages
blockchain technology,
specifically the BEP-20
standard to enhance
transparency, security,
and efficiency in
ownership and
transactions.

02

Engagement
Incentives

Staking options with
differential Annual
Percentage Yield (APY),
bonus tokens for
referrals, airdrops, and
promotions add extra
layers of value for
investors, encouraging
long-term commitment.

04

Diverse Investor
Categories

This diversified approach
ensures that various
types of investors can
find a suitable
investment model that
aligns with their
preferences and risk
profiles.

01

Attractive
Allocation Plans

The allocation plans for
each investor category
are carefully designed to
offer attractive terms.
From the Seed Investors'
active participation and
Pre-Launch Investors'
assured cash returns to
Retail Investors' flexible
staking options and
dividend income
eligibility.

05

Democratizing
Access to
Investments

UNC Fund is committed
to democratizing access
to investment
opportunities. It allows
individuals from various
backgrounds and
financial capabilities to
participate, promoting a
diverse and widespread
investor base.

03

Long-Term Growth Potential: The vision of Uni Citizens Fund aligns with the broader
trend of digitization and the move towards a more interconnected and digital economy.
As blockchain and tokenization gain prominence, UNC Fund positions itself at the
forefront of this transformative shift, offering investors an opportunity to be part of a
digital-era financial ecosystem.

Investing in UNC Fund goes beyond traditional investment models, embracing the future of
finance through blockchain and security tokens. The commitment to transparency,
inclusivity, and strategic stability measures makes UNC Fund an attractive option for
investors seeking a forward-thinking and innovative investment opportunity.

Highlights

1 7

Long-Term Growth
Potential

UNC Fund positions itself
at the forefront of this
transformative shift,
offering investors an
opportunity to be part of
a digital-era financial
ecosystem.

06

Stability Measures

The allocation of 10% of
the total raised fund from
all categories of
investors to buy back
tokens demonstrates a
commitment to
maintaining token price
stability, instilling
confidence among
investors.

08

Commitment to
Fundamentals

UNC Fund allocates a
significant portion of its
funds (60%-70%) to
global financial markets,
with a strategic focus on
emerging markets like
India and developed
markets like the USA.

07
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Token Supply and

Distribution Plan

10%

10%

20%

20%

5%

5%

5%

Pre-Launch Investors

Retail Offering

Airdrops

Referrals

Promotion/Maintenance

Seed Investors

Staking Bonus

 - 20 Million

 - 20 Million

 - 40 Million

 - 40 Million

 - 10 Million

 - 10 Million

 - 10 Million

Tokenomics refers to the economics of a token - its creation, distribution, and utilization
within a digital ecosystem. It encompasses various aspects, including token supply,
distribution models, utility, and the mechanisms governing its value. Understanding
tokenomics is pivotal as it delineates the token's functionality, its role within the ecosystem,
and how it interacts with the market and stakeholders.

Importance of Tokenomics in the Project
Tokenomics forms the bedrock of our project's sustainability and functionality. It delineates
the structure of UNC Fund's economy, ensuring fairness, transparency, and equilibrium
within the ecosystem.

By meticulously designing the tokenomics, we aim to foster a robust and inclusive
environment that incentivizes active participation, rewards contributors, and fuels the
platform's growth. 

10%
10%

20%

20%

5%

5%
5%

25%

25% Reserved For Future Offerings  - 50 Million
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F e a t u r e

T o k e n

C a t e g o r y

T o k e n

S u p p l y

% a g e

A l l o c a t i o n

T o k e n

A l l o c a t i o n

A

T o k e n  i n

M i l l i o n s
L o c k - i n  P e r i o d

Seed Investor 10.00% 20,000,000 20 million Lock-in for 30 months

B Pre-Launch Investors 10.00% 20,000,000 20 million Lock-in for 18 months

C Retail Offering 20.00% 40,000,000 40 million No lock-in

D Staking Bonus 20.00% 40,000,000 40 million Lock-in as per Staking Plan

E Airdrops 5.00% 10,000,000 10 million
Conditional Lock-in for 6

months

F Referrals 5.00% 10,000,000 10 million No lock-in

G
Promotion/

Maintenance
5.00% 10,000,000 10 million Will be used for

Promotion/Maintenance only

H Reserved for Future
Offerings

25.00% 50,000,000 50 million
Will be used for Future
Projects Fund Raising

Program

Total 100.00% 200,000,000 200 million

Token Supply & Distribution Plan

Security Token Units (STUs) Allocation  

The 200 million UNC Fund token supply represents not just a numerical division but a
thoughtful curation aimed at fostering an inclusive and vibrant ecosystem. This distribution
delineates the allocation for various purposes - incentivizing community participation,
funding development, fostering liquidity, and supporting ecosystem growth. Each allocation
is strategically designed to ensure a balanced and sustainable token economy, catering to
the diverse needs of our stakeholders while maintaining the token's intrinsic value.

A. Seed Investors (10% of Total STUs)

Seeding the Future: UNC Fund's Vision for Early Investors

Seed investors play a crucial role in kickstarting UNC Fund's venture. To attract early
backers, UNC Fund has allocated a significant portion of the STUs specifically for this
category. These investors are often institutional or high-net-worth individuals who provide
the initial capital required for the project. The allocation plan for Seed Investors
encompasses 10% of the total STUs i.e. 20 million, reflecting the importance of their early
support.
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Condition Details

Allocation for Seed Investors 10% of total STUs (20 million tokens)

Lock-In Period 30 months

Eligibility for Dividends Yes

Bonus Token Eligibility No

Restricted to Front Running Offer Price Yes (After Lock-In Period Ends on Exchange Trading)

Active Participation in Fund Allocation Yes

Active Participation in Management Yes

Total Raise Target from Seed Investors $400,000/- (USD 0.40 Million)

Referrals Tokens Yes (10% of Referred Tokens)

Need for Lock-In Period:
The lock-in period for Seed Investors serves multiple purposes:

Stability and Commitment: UNC Fund ensures that Seed Investors are committed to
the project for a significant duration. This stability is crucial for the initial stages of the
venture.
Long-Term Vision: Encourages Seed Investors to take a long-term perspective on their
investment, aligning their interests with the sustainable growth and success of UNC
Fund.
Project Credibility: A lock-in period adds credibility to the project, as it signals to the
broader investor community that early backers are confident in the venture's potential
and are willing to commit their funds for an extended period.

Restriction on Front Running Token Offer Price after Lock-In Period Ends on Exchange
Trading:
After the lock-in period ends and UNC Fund tokens are traded on exchanges, the restriction
on front running the token offer price aims to prevent manipulation and ensure fair trading.

Fair Market Dynamics: Helps maintain fair market dynamics by preventing investors
from exploiting information imbalances to gain an UNC Fundair advantage.
Market Integrity: By implementing this restriction, UNC Fund ensures the integrity of its
token's market price, promoting trust among investors and market participants.
Protection for Investors: This measure protects investors, including Seed Investors,
from potential market abuses and ensures that market prices are reflective of genuine
supply and demand dynamics.

Incorporating these conditions and the associated rationale in the Security Token Contract
adds transparency, fairness, and integrity to UNC Fund's fundraising process, fostering a
positive and trustworthy environment for all stakeholders.

2 0

Conditions for Seed Investors in Security Token Smart Contract
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S t a g e s
O f f e r  P r i c e

( U S D )

U n i t s  t o  b e   

O f f e r e d

F u n d s  t o  b e

R a i s e d

M i n i m u m

I n v e s t m e n t  

M i n i m u m

U n i t s
 S t a t u s

1st Stage $0.1000 1.50 Million $150,000 $10,000 100,000 Closed

2nd Stage $0.1500 2.00 Million $300,000 $10,000 66,667 Closed

3rd Stage $0.3000 3.00 Million $900,000 $10,000 33,333 Open

4th Stage $0.3500 4.00 Million $1,400,000 $5,000 14,286 Open

5th Stage $0.4000 5.00 Million $2,000,000 $1,000 2,500 Open

Delegates $0.2000 0.50 Million $100,000 $1,000 5,000 Open

Reserved
for

Additional
Bonus

$0.0000 4.00 Million $0.0000

Total 20.00 Million $4,850,000

B. Pre-Launch Investors (10% of Total STUs)

Driving Market Dynamics: The Strategic Role of UNC Fund Pre-Launch Investors:

Pre-Launch Investors hold a pivotal role in Uni Citizens Fund's (UNC Fund) trading dynamics
and liquidity, forming a crucial component of the fundraising strategy. UNC Fund places high
value on the contribution of Pre-Launch Investors, inviting them to serve as market dealers,
market makers, or liquidity providers to enhance liquidity and promote efficient market
operations. 

2 1

Pre-Launch Offering

Acknowledging their indispensable role, UNC Fund has earmarked 10% of the total Security
Token Units (STUs), amounting to 20 million tokens, exclusively for Pre-Launch Investors.
This strategic allocation aims to incentivize active participation from entities specializing in
market-making activities, fostering the growth of a resilient secondary market for UNC
Fund's security tokens.

Within the total allocation of Security Token Units (STUs), 20 million tokens are designated
for Pre-Launch Investors. Initially, 16 million tokens will be utilized to meet our fundraising
target of $4.85 million, with an additional 4 million tokens available as bonus rewards for
investors who choose to stake them for an extra year after Lock-in Period ends, on top of
existing staking bonuses.  
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Condition Details

Allocation for Pre-Launch Investors 10% of total STUs (20 million tokens)

Offer Price Varies from $0.10 to $0.40 in 5 stages

Minimum Investment Amount Varies for each stage

Lock-In Period 18 Months

Assured Cash Return 30% per annum until the lock-in period ends

Assured Cash Return Distribution Frequency Every Six Months from the Date of Purchase

Token Buyback 100% Buyback offer at Token Offering Rate

Eligibility for Dividends Yes (Only After Lock-in Period Ends) only on Staked Token

Bonus Token Eligibility Yes (As per Staking Plan)

Exclusive Benefit Additional bonus tokens on top of existing staking bonus 

Eligible for Joint Venture with The Company Yes (After reviewing the project)

Token Vesting 10% every month after Lock-In Period End

Total Raise Target from Pre-Launch Investors $4,850,000/- (USD 4.85 Million)

Referrals Tokens Yes (10% of Referred Tokens)

Conditions for Pre-Launch Investors in Security Token Smart Contract

Lock-In Period for Stability: The lock-in period for Pre-Launch Investors ensures
stability and commitment to UNC Fund's project. It aligns their interests with the long-
term success of the venture, contributing to a stable and supportive investor base.
100% Buyback Assurance: Pre-Launch Investors who participate in our fundraising
campaign will benefit from a 100% buyback guarantee. This guarantee ensures the
security of their capital and instills confidence in the fund’s performance. In the event
that Pre-Launch Investors decide to exit, they can rely on the assurance that their initial
investment will be fully repurchased.    
Token Vesting for Price Stability: Upon the conclusion of the Lock-in periods, the
allocated tokens will be vested at a rate of 10% at the beginning of each month. The
complete vesting process for these allocated tokens will be completed within a 10-
month period from the date when the Lock-in period ends. This gradual vesting
approach ensures Price stability and controlled distribution of tokens over time.   
Eligibility for Joint Venture: Pre-Launch Investors have the opportunity for a joint
venture with Universal Citizens FZ-LLC after a thorough review of the project. This
provision allows for potential collaboration and further engagement based on the
specific merits and potential synergies of the projects.
Exclusive Benefit for Loyalty: As part of the exclusive loyalty benefit, Pre-Launch
Investors have the opportunity to receive bonus rewards. Specifically:

Bonus Tokens: An additional 4 million Security Token Units (STUs) are designated
for distribution,

a.

Staking Duration: To qualify for these bonus rewards, investors must choose to
stake their STUs for an extra year after the initial lock-in period ends and,

b.

Distribution Rate: The bonus rewards are granted at a rate of 25% on top of any
existing staking bonuses they may already receive.

c.

Incorporating these conditions in the Security Token Contract for Pre-Launch Investors
aligns their incentives with UNC Fund's goals, promotes a healthy secondary market, and
ensures a fair and transparent investment environment.
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Condition Details

Allocation for Retail Investors 20% of total STUs (40 million tokens)

Offer Price Varies from $0.50 to $0.70 in 5 stages

Minimum Investment Amount $100 for each stage

Lock-In Period No Lock-in After Listing on Exchange

Bonus Token Eligibility Yes (As per Staking Plans)

Eligibility for Dividends Yes (On staked tokens with minimum lock-in period of 6 months)

Voting Rights
Yes (For Staked Token Holders on Company’s Corporate

Governance Model)

Total Bonus Token Restriction 100% of Token allocated to Retail Investors

Listing of Security Tokens on Exchange 1st May, 2025

Total Raise Target from Retail Investors $24,414,219/- (USD 24.4142 Million)

Referrals Tokens Yes (10% of Referred Tokens)

C. Retail Investors (20% of Total STUs)

Empowering Retail Investors in UNC Fund's Inclusive Investment Initiative:

Uni Citizens Fund (UNC Fund) stands firmly committed to democratizing access to
investment opportunities, ensuring that everyone, irrespective of background and financial
capabilities, can participate in UNC Fund's venture. An impressive 20% of the total Security
Token Units (STUs), equivalent to 40 million tokens, has been expressly set aside for Retail
Investors. This inclusive approach aims to foster diversity and create a widespread investor
base, aligning with UNC Fund's mission of providing equal opportunities to all.

Conditions for Retail Investors in Security Token Smart Contract

2 3

F e a t u r e

S t a g e s
R e t a i l s

( P e r s o n s )

O f f e r  P r i c e

( U S D )

M i n i m u m

I n v e s t m e n t

1st stage

T o k e n s /

P e r s o n  

T o t a l

T o k e n

30,000 $ 0.5000 $ 100.00 200  $   3,000,000 

2nd stage 40,000 $ 0.5500 $ 100.00 182 $   4,000,000 

3rd stage 50,000 $ 0.6000 $ 100.00 167 $   5,000,000 

4th stage 60,000 $ 0.6500 $ 100.00 154 $   6,000,000 

5th stage 64,142 $ 0.7000 $ 100.00 143 $   6,414,219

244,142 400,000,000 $ 24,414,219 

Retail Offering

R e t a i l  O f f e r i n g

A m o u n t  ( U S D )

6,000,000 

7,272,727

8,333,333 

9,230,769

9,163,170

Total
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Benefits for Retail Investors:
Dividend Income for Staked Tokens: Retail Investors staking their tokens for a
minimum period of 6 months will receive dividend income, providing an additional
avenue for returns.
Dividend Distribution Schedule: The first dividend will be distributed after the
completion of one year from the total fund raised. Subsequently, dividends will be
distributed semi-annually from the second year onwards.
Token Buyback for Price Stability: UNC Fund will allocate 10% of the total raised fund
from all categories of investors to buy back tokens. This strategic move aims to
maintain stability in token prices, showcasing UNC Fund's commitment to a balanced
and stable market for its tokens.

UNC Fund's approach to Retail Investors exemplifies its dedication to creating an inclusive,
fair, and transparent investment environment. By providing a range of investment options,
ensuring dividends for staked tokens, and implementing strategic measures for price
stability, UNC Fund actively involves Retail Investors in the success and growth of the
venture.

Staking Months Staking Reward/Month Minimum Staking Token Worth 

6 Months 1.50% $100

12 Months 2.00% $100

18 Months 2.50% $100

24 Months 3.00% $100

30 Months 3.50% $100

D. Staking Bonus (20% of Total STUs)

Empowering Investors through Staking: A Unique Bonus Reward System

Staking, a fundamental principle in blockchain technology, plays a crucial role in fortifying
network security and stability. In this process, participants lock up their tokens for a
predefined duration, actively contributing to transaction validation and the overall integrity
of the blockchain. 

Uni Citizens Fund (UNC Fund) recognizes the pivotal role of Investors in shaping a diverse
investor base. In an effort to motivate their engagement, UNC Fund allocates an enticing
staking bonus, constituting 20% of the total Security Token Units (STUs). This innovative
reward mechanism aligns the interests of Investors with the overarching success and
sustainability of UNC Fund.

Staking Reward Structure:
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No. Conditions

1. Exclusively for Retail Investors and Pre-Launch Investors

2. Staking periods range from 6 to 30 months

3. Eligible for Dividend Income only for Staked Token Units

4. Voting rights granted to Staked Token Units Holders Only

5. Total Staking Bonus is 20% of STUs (40 million Units)

6. Bonus Token Units from Staking are tradeable with no lock-in

Staking Bonus Conditions for Investors:

Purpose and Impact: Staking serves a dual purpose for UNC Fund: fostering network
security and providing Investors with Bonus STUs as rewards. The structured reward
system, presented in the table, allows investors to choose their lock-in period based on
their preferences.
The impact of staking on UNC Fund's price performance is notable. By encouraging longer
lock-in periods, UNC Fund aims to create stability in its token's price and establish a more
committed investor base. Additionally, the increased circulation of staked tokens can
enhance liquidity and positively influence overall market dynamics.
In summary, UNC Fund's innovative approach to staking and bonus rewards not only
acknowledges the significance of Investors but also underscores the fund's commitment to
creating an inclusive and decentralized financial landscape.

2 5

Stages Persons Tokens/Person Total Tokens

1st stage 50,000 80 4,000,000

2nd stage 40,000 70 2,800,000

3rd stage 30,000 60 1,800,000

4th stage 20,000 50 1,000,000

5th stage 10,000 40 400,000

Total 150,000 - 10,000,000

E. Airdrops (5% of Total STUs)

UNC Fund Airdrop: Fostering Engagement and Project Awareness

Airdrops, a widely adopted strategy in the blockchain space, involve distributing tokens for
free to a large number of holders, effectively engaging the community and raising project
awareness. Uni Citizens Fund (UNC Fund) has earmarked 5% of the total Security Token
Units (STUs) for airdrops, strategically designed to generate excitement around the project
and expand its reach.

Airdrop Stages:
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No. Conditions

1. Distributed in 5 different stages

2. Conditional lock-in for a period of 6 months

3.
Unlock condition: At least 3 retail investment referrals with a minimum investment of

$100 worth of STU or self-investment amounting to $100 worth of STU

4. Total STU allocated for referrals is 5% of the total supply, i.e., 10 million units

Airdrop Conditions:

Purpose of Airdrop Units Allocation:
Community Building: Encourages a broader community to become stakeholders in UNC
Fund.

1.

Project Visibility: Boosts project visibility and attracts attention to UNC Fund's unique
offerings.

2.

Engagement: Fosters active engagement by creating excitement and interest around
the project.

3.

Impact on UNC Fund:
Increased Adoption: Attracts a diverse community of holders, enhancing UNC Fund's
user base.

1.

Market Presence: Expands UNC Fund's market presence by reaching a larger audience.2.
Referral Mechanism: Promotes organic growth through the referral condition,
leveraging the community to bring in new investors.

3.

In summary, the allocation of STUs for airdrops serves as a strategic move by UNC Fund to
build a vibrant community, elevate project visibility, and foster active engagement among
potential investors. This approach aligns with UNC Fund's commitment to inclusivity and
widespread participation in its vision for a decentralized financial ecosystem.
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F. Referrals (5% of Total STUs)

Unlocking Growth: The Power of UNC Fund Referral Programs

In the dynamic landscape of blockchain investments, UNC Fund stands out by harnessing
the potential of referral programs to stimulate organic growth within its investor
community. With a strategic allocation of 5% of the total Security Token Units (STUs) for
referral bonuses, UNC Fund is not just encouraging the influx of new participants but is also
fostering a sense of community-driven success.
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Referral Bonus Terms: A Lucid Overview
UNC Fund's referral bonus system is designed to be investor-friendly, aligning with the
principle of flexibility. Conditions for the Airdropped Security Token Smart Contract are as
follows:

Conditions Details

Referrals Token Lock-in Period No Lock-in Period

 Distribution Format Bonus STU

 Distribution Rate 10%

 Eligibility
All Investor Categories - Seed Investors, Pre-Launch Investors,

and Retail Investors

 Total STUs Allocation for Referrals 5% of the Total Supply i.e.10 million Units

Purposeful Allocation and Impactful Dynamics

The purpose behind allocating 5% of the total STUs for referrals is multi-faceted,
encapsulated in the following points:

Incentivizing Growth: The referral bonus system acts as a powerful incentive for
existing investors to actively contribute to the expansion of UNC Fund's investor base.

1.

Community Cohesion: By including all investor categories, UNC Fund ensures a holistic
and inclusive approach, strengthening the ties within the community.

2.

Strategic Flexibility: The absence of a lock-in period provides investors with flexibility,
making participation in the referral program more attractive.

3.

Sustainable Growth: The strategic allocation aims to kickstart organic, sustainable
growth, positioning UNC Fund as a trailblazer in community-driven blockchain ventures.

4.

As UNC Fund continues to pioneer innovative approaches, the referral bonus program
emerges as a key driver in propelling the project towards a future marked by collaborative
success and community-driven achievements.
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G. Promotion/Maintenance (5% of Total STUs)

Fueling Progress: Uni Citizens Fund's Dedicated Allocation for Continuous Promotion and
Development

To ensure sustained promotion, marketing endeavors, and platform upkeep, Uni Citizens
Fund (UNC Fund) has set aside 5% of the total Security Token Units (STUs). This strategic
allocation is designed to facilitate ongoing development, marketing efforts, and the overall
visibility of the project.
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Conditions:

No. Conditions

1. STUs will be issued when management decides to issue on a need basis

2. No lock-in period for Promotion/Maintenance STUs

3. Issuance of STUs will be done on a need basis, ensuring minimum issuance at a time

4. Total STUs allocated for Promotion/Maintenance is 5% of the total supply, i.e. 10 million units

Purpose of Units Issuance for Promotion/Maintenance:
Sustained Marketing: Facilitates ongoing promotion and marketing efforts to maintain
project visibility.

1.

Platform Maintenance: Supports the continuous development and upkeep of the UNC
Fund platform.

2.

Adaptability: Allows issuance based on need, ensuring flexibility and adaptability to
changing project requirements.

3.

Impact on UNC Fund:
Continuous Development: Enables UNC Fund to actively develop and enhance its
platform.

1.

Marketing Agility: Provides the flexibility to respond to market dynamics with timely
promotional activities.

2.

Project Visibility: Ensures a sustained presence in the market, fostering awareness and
attracting potential investors.

3.

In summary, the dedicated allocation of STUs for promotion and maintenance underscores
UNC Fund's commitment to continuous development, marketing agility, and platform
sustainability. This approach reflects UNC Fund's proactive stance in maintaining a robust
and visible presence in the evolving landscape of blockchain and security tokens.
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H. Future Offerings (25% of Total STUs)

Unlocking Future Potential: Explore New Horizons with UNC Fund's Future Offerings

Recognizing the importance of adaptability and growth, Uni Citizens Fund (UNC Fund) has
earmarked 25% of the total Security Token Units (STUs), amounting to 50 million STUs, for
future offerings. This strategic allocation aims to provide UNC Fund with flexibility for
expansion, potential partnerships, and additional fundraising rounds, ensuring its ability to
seize new opportunities in the evolving market.
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Future Offerings Conditions:

Discount for Existing Unit Holders: In future offerings, a Minimum 20% discount will be
extended to existing unit holders, acknowledging their loyalty and supporting their
continued participation in UNC Fund's growth.

1.

On Requirement Basis: Future Security Token Offerings will be conducted based on
project requirements and the availability of high-yielding opportunities, ensuring a
strategic and demand-driven approach.

2.

Purpose of Units Reserved for Future Offerings:

Flexibility for Expansion: Provides UNC Fund with the flexibility to expand its
operations and venture into new markets or projects.

1.

Strategic Partnerships: Allows room for potential partnerships, collaborations, or joint
ventures to enhance UNC Fund's market presence.

2.

Continuous Fundraising: Facilitates additional fundraising rounds when needed,
supporting UNC Fund's ongoing development and expansion plans.

3.

Impact on UNC Fund:

Adaptability: Positions UNC Fund to adapt to changing market conditions and explore
emerging opportunities.

1.

Investor Loyalty: The discount for existing unit holders fosters investor loyalty and
encourages continued engagement.

2.

Strategic Growth: Supports UNC Fund in strategically pursuing projects with high
potential yields and contributing to its overall growth trajectory.

3.

In summary, reserving 25% of STUs for future offerings underscores UNC Fund's
commitment to adaptability, strategic growth, and investor loyalty. This approach reflects
UNC Fund's forward-looking strategy in navigating the dynamic landscape of blockchain
investments and security token offerings.
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Compliance with Securities Laws and Regulations for Uni Citizens Fund

The security token offered by Universal Citizens FZ-LLC for the Uni Citizens Fund is
designed with a robust framework to ensure compliance with relevant securities laws and
regulations. The following key elements contribute to the fund's adherence to legal
requirements

Legal & Regulatory

Compliance

03

Transparency and
Disclosure

UNC Fund places a strong emphasis on
transparency, providing investors with
comprehensive and accurate
information about the UNC Fund &
associated security token.
Regular and clear disclosures are made
to keep investors informed about the
fund's performance, strategy, and any
material developments.

04

Smart Contract
Audits

Conducting smart contract audits by
reputable third-party firms to ensure
the code's integrity and compliance with
legal standards.
Smart contracts are thoroughly
reviewed to identify and rectify any
vulnerabilities or non-compliance
issues.

02

Regulatory Compliance
Review

UNC Fund conducts thorough reviews
of securities laws and regulations in the
jurisdictions where it operates or plans
to offer its security token.
Regular updates and adjustments are
made to the token's structure and
features to comply with any changes or
new regulatory requirements.

01

Legal Counsel
Involvement

UNC Fund has engaged experienced
legal counsel with expertise in
securities laws and blockchain
regulations to guide the development
and issuance of its security token.
Continuous collaboration with legal
experts ensures that the security
token aligns with the legal frameworks
of the jurisdictions it operates in.

06

Global Compliance
Standards

Adoption of global best practices and
compliance standards for security
token offerings, taking into account
industry-specific guidelines and
recommendations.

05

Regulatory
Engagement

Actively engaging with relevant
regulatory authorities and seeking
their guidance on compliance matters.
Proactive communication helps
address regulatory concerns and
ensures alignment with evolving legal
standards.
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Uni Citizens Fund: A Strategic Journey of Allocation Across Global Markets, Ventures,
and Future Innovations
Uni Citizens Fund's comprehensive allocation strategy, encompassing global financial
markets, emerging and developed economies, established ventures, and proposed projects,
exhibits a well-rounded approach to investment. Additionally, the plan to offer a Real Estate
Investment Trust (REIT) Tokens and Gold-Backed Security Token (Gold -ETF) demonstrates
a forward thinking strategy.

Uni Citizens Fund pursues a growth-oriented strategy, emphasizing optimal fund utilization
for maximum returns. It will be focused on strategic allocation; the fund aims to drive
growth and generate substantial returns.

Allocation of

Fund

I. Criteria for Venture
UNC Fund's allocation strategy appears to be quite ambitious, aiming for a minimum 30%
gross annual return while also emphasizing adaptability to dynamic market conditions.
Achieving such a high return target while remaining flexible in response to market changes
requires a carefully crafted investment approach.
To pursue this objective, the fund likely employs a combination of strategies that may
include:

Diversification: Investing across various asset classes, sectors, and regions to spread
risk and capture opportunities in different market conditions.

1.

Active Management: Engaging in active portfolio management to identify undervalued
assets, exploit market inefficiencies, and capitalize on emerging trends.

2.

Risk Management: Implementing robust risk management practices to mitigate
downside risk and protect capital during periods of market volatility.

3.

Alternative Investments: Allocating a portion of the portfolio to alternative investments
such as private equity, hedge funds, and real estate, which may offer higher return
potential but also come with increased risk.

4.

Market Monitoring and Analysis: Continuously monitoring market trends, economic
indicators, and geopolitical developments to adjust the portfolio positioning
accordingly.

5.

Leverage and Derivatives: Utilizing leverage and derivatives strategically to enhance
returns and manage risk, though this can also amplify losses if not managed prudently.

6.

3 1

II. Allocation of Funds

In the expansive global financial markets, UNC Fund recognizes the vital role of diverse
assets, serving as conduits for capital flow. With 15 years of expertise, we strategically
leverage opportunities, understanding the nuanced dynamics to drive UNC Fund's growth
strategy and navigate complexities across financial segments.
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Global Financial Markets Allocation (60%-70%):1.
Emerging Markets:

Strategic Growth Potential: A substantial allocation to emerging markets,
especially in countries like India, recognizes the growth potential in these
economies. This strategic approach aligns with capturing opportunities in
developing markets.

Developed Markets:
Stability and Innovation: Allocating funds to developed markets, notably the
USA, combines stability with potential for innovation. Developed markets often
offer a conducive environment for investments in established industries and
emerging technologies.

     2. Diversified Ventures Portfolio Allocation (30%-40%):
Already Established Ventures:

Project Management Consultancy: Provides a service essential for successful
project execution, supporting infrastructure and development projects.
Real Estate Consultancy: Involvement in real estate consultancy indicates
participation in a sector with opportunities for advisory and investment
services.
Investment Consultancy: Offering investment consultancy services supports
investors in making informed financial decisions.
Human Resource Management and Placement Services: Providing services
related to human resource management and placement, especially in Gulf and
European countries, caters to global employment needs.

Proposed Projects:
Education and Training Program: Uni Citizens Fund (UNC Fund) allocates
resources to the proposed Education and Training Program, demonstrating a
commitment to knowledge development and societal impact. The fund aims to
benefit from the high-yielding Education and Training Market, emphasizing
responsible and impactful investing. UNC Fund recognizes the transformative
power of education for individual growth and long-term community success.
Online Gaming Business: Venturing into the online gaming industry recognizes
the growing significance of digital entertainment and gaming.
Innovative Startups: Supporting innovative startups demonstrates a
commitment to fostering entrepreneurship and contributing to technological
advancements.
Own Blockchain Platform and Blockchain Related Services: The development
of our Blockchain Platform is a strategic move aimed at boosting efficiency and
security in deploying both current UNC Fund Security Token Units (STUs) and
Future Security Token Offerings. Furthermore, our platform will provide tailored
smart contract solutions catering to the needs of both startups and established
enterprises, ensuring adaptability and inclusivity in our blockchain offerings.
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Source(s): Research & Markets

Global Financial Services Market

Market Forecast Growth

Historical Data

The global financial services market is a dynamic ecosystem that encompasses various
sectors, from lending and payments to insurance, investments, and foreign exchange
services. 

Valued at approximately $23.3 trillion in 2021, this market has seen steady growth, fueled by
technological advancements, increasing investments, and evolving consumer demands.
This landscape presents a platform where investors, institutions, and corporations
converge, facilitating the exchange of capital across borders and industries.

Segments like investments and foreign
exchange services are poised for rapid
expansion, with investments projected
to grow at a significant CAGR of 9.3%

during 2021-2026.

While Western Europe currently leads
the market, Africa and the Middle East

are forecasted to experience the
fastest growth, followed by Western

Europe and South America.

From $23.3 trillion in 2021, the financial
services market is projected to soar to

$45.1 trillion by 2031, reflecting an
impressive compound annual growth

rate (CAGR) of 7.4%.

Explosive Market
Growth

Segmented Growth
Potential

Despite a fragmented landscape, major
players like Allianz, Ping An Insurance
Group, and Industrial and Commercial

Bank of China command notable market
shares.

Key Player
Landscape

Regional 
Dynamics

The lending and payments, insurance,
and wealth management segments

present substantial opportunities for
growth, with recommended strategies
including AI integration and innovation.

Strategic Opportunities 
like AI

 To capitalize on the market's potential,
strategies involving AI implementation,

product portfolio expansion, cloud
technology adoption, and innovation-

focused approaches are recommended
for market advantage.

Market
Strategies
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UNC Fund recognizes the dynamism of the emerging global financial services market,
positioning itself to navigate and capitalize on its potential in the coming decade. 
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As UNC Fund paves the way for an inclusive investment landscape, the diverse portfolio
reflects our commitment to innovation, growth, and community-driven progress. Each
project signifies a strategic move towards a comprehensive Mutual Portfolio, fostering
stability and opening avenues for investors to participate in various sectors. From
consultancy services in project management, real estate, and investment, to ventures in
education, workforce development, gaming, and fintech.

3 4

Proposed
Projects

Education and
Training Program

Innovative
Startups

Blockchain
Services

Online
Gaming

III. Proposed Future Fund Offerings: 

The intention to offer a Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) Tokens and Gold-Backed
Security Token (Gold-ETF) demonstrates forward-thinking financial instruments. These
offerings can provide investors with exposure to real estate and precious metals,
adding diversity to the investment portfolio.

Uni Citizens Fund's multifaceted approach, coupled with plans for future offerings and
technological development, positions it as a dynamic and forward-looking investment
entity. Investors considering Uni Citizens Fund can find appeal in its commitment to growth,
diversification, and embracing emerging technologies. As always, thorough due diligence
and consideration of individual financial goals are essential before making investment
decisions.
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Developing our own blockchain technology represents a strategic move towards enhancing
the efficiency, security, and versatility of our token ecosystem. Our blockchain will be
specifically tailored for deploying our current UNC Fund Security Token Units (STUs) and
Future Security Token offerings, providing a robust and scalable infrastructure. The key
focus areas of our blockchain development include:

Security Token Deployment:
Tailoring the blockchain to seamlessly deploy and manage Security Token Units
(STUs) and a variety of security tokens.
Ensuring compliance with regulatory frameworks to enhance investor confidence
and legal adherence.

Smart Contracts for Fundraising:
Designing and implementing smart contracts to facilitate companies in raising
funds through security tokens.
Customizable smart contract solutions that align with the specific needs and goals
of fundraising ventures.

Versatile Token Support:
Developing smart contracts for various token types, including utility tokens,
governance tokens, stable coins, NFTs, payment tokens, asset-backed tokens,
reward tokens, and more.
Enabling tokenization of diverse assets, from digital art and real estate to traditional
financial instruments.

Interoperability and Integration:
Focusing on interoperability to ensure seamless interaction with other blockchain
networks and standards.
Facilitating integration with external systems, allowing for a broader range of
applications and use cases.

Scalability and Performance:
Implementing solutions for scalability to handle a growing user base and increasing
transaction volumes.
Optimizing performance to maintain fast transaction processing times and minimize
latency.

Future Initiatives and

Offerings

3 5

Development of own Blockchain Platform
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User-Friendly Development Environment:
Providing a user-friendly environment for developers to create and deploy smart
contracts easily.
Offering comprehensive documentation and support to encourage broader
adoption.

Comprehensive Governance Framework:
Incorporating a robust governance framework to manage and upgrade the
blockchain protocol.
Ensuring a transparent and decentralized decision-making process for protocol
enhancements.

This strategic initiative aims to position our blockchain technology as a comprehensive
solution for token issuance, fundraising, and the deployment of a variety of token types. By
addressing the specific needs of the security token market and offering versatile smart
contract capabilities, we aspire to contribute to the broader blockchain ecosystem's growth
and adoption.

Revenue Streams for our Blockchain Platform
The development of our own blockchain platform presents various revenue streams that
can contribute to the sustainability and growth of our business. Here are potential revenue
streams associated with this initiative:

Smart Contract Development:
Providing smart contract development services for companies looking to create and
deploy smart contracts for fundraising, tokenization, and other purposes.
Charging fees based on the complexity and customization requirements of smart
contracts.

Tokenization Services:
Offering tokenization services for various assets, including securities, real estate,
art, and more.
Generating revenue through fees associated with the tokenization process,
including legal compliance, regulatory filings, and technical implementation.

Consulting and Advisory:
Providing consultancy and advisory services related to blockchain technology,
security tokens, and regulatory compliance.
Charging fees for strategic guidance, regulatory navigation, and best practices in
the blockchain space.

Maintenance and Support:
Offering ongoing maintenance and support services for blockchain networks,
ensuring their continuous operation and security.
Charging subscription or service fees for regular updates, bug fixes, and technical
support.
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Token Issuance Fees:
Charging fees for companies seeking to launch their own tokens on our blockchain
platform, including utility tokens, security tokens, and other token types.
Earning revenue based on the number and type of tokens issued.

Interoperability Solutions:
Providing solutions for interoperability between our blockchain platform and other
existing blockchain networks.
Charging fees for integration services and facilitating seamless communication
between different blockchain ecosystems.

Custom Feature Development:
Offering custom feature development for our blockchain platform to cater to
specific industry needs.
Generating revenue through fees associated with the customization and
enhancement of the blockchain's functionalities.

License and Subscription Fees:
Implementing licensing models for enterprises and developers interested in using
our blockchain platform.
Charging subscription fees for access to premium features, updates, and technical
support.

Diversifying revenue streams ensures financial resilience and maximizes the potential for
profitability as our blockchain platform gains adoption in various industries.

Asset Backed Token Offerings

Universal Citizens FZ-LLC plans to expand its token offerings by introducing Asset-Backed
Tokens, including Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) Tokens and a Gold-Backed Security
Token (Gold-ETF). This strategic initiative aims to diversify the range of tokenized assets,
providing investors with opportunities in real estate and precious metals through
blockchain-based investment products.

Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) Tokens Offering:
Universal Citizens FZ-LLC's upcoming Future Offering initiative includes Asset-
Backed Tokens, notably Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) Tokens. These tokens
offer a unique investment avenue by representing fractional ownership in real
estate projects. This initiative aims to provide investors with the benefits of
blockchain technology while unlocking opportunities for diverse and secure
investments in real estate assets through tokenization. These tokens enable
investors to access real estate assets indirectly, offering advantages like fractional
ownership, enhanced liquidity, and simplified transferability. Through tokenization,
traditional obstacles to entering real estate investments are reduced, providing
investors with a transparent and efficient way to engage in the potential returns
associated with real estate ownership.
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Gold-Backed Security Token (Gold-ETF) Offering:
Universal Citizens FZ-LLC is introducing a Future Offering initiative that
encompasses Asset-Backed Tokens, such as the Gold-Backed Security Token
(Gold-ETF). This innovative offering will provide investors with the opportunity to
access the value of gold through a secure and transparent blockchain-based
investment platform. The Gold-Backed Security Token (Gold-ETF) will be another
strategic move by Universal Citizens FZ-LLC to merge the stability associated with
gold investments with the efficiency of blockchain technology, offering a unique
and diversified option for asset-backed tokens.

Benefits of Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) Tokens and Gold-Backed Security Token
(Gold-ETF) Offerings

Introducing Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) Tokens and the Gold-Backed Security
Token (Gold-ETF) into Universal Citizens FZ-LLC's portfolio offers several compelling
benefits. REIT Tokens provide investors with a novel way to access real estate assets,
traditionally known for stability and long-term value appreciation. This inclusion diversifies
the investment options, allowing stakeholders to participate in the real estate market
through blockchain-based tokens, promoting liquidity and accessibility.

On the other hand, the Gold-Backed Security Token (Gold-ETF) combines the time-tested
value of gold with the advantages of blockchain technology. Investors can now tap into the
inherent stability of gold as a safe-haven asset, while enjoying the transparency, security,
and efficiency that blockchain brings to the investment landscape. These additions enhance
the overall portfolio of Universal Citizens FZ-LLC, providing investors with a broader range
of asset-backed tokens and aligning with the company's commitment to innovation and
inclusivity in the digital investment space.

By strategically adding Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) Tokens and Gold-Backed
Security Token (Gold-ETF) to its portfolio, Universal Citizens FZ-LLC aims to provide
investors with diverse, income-generating, and innovative investment opportunities,
reinforcing its position as a forward-thinking player in the digital investment landscape.
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Security Token

Offerings

Uni Citizens Fund (UNC Fund) orchestrates a meticulously structured token offering,
designed to accommodate the diverse needs and preferences of investors across different
categories.

Offering Structure:
UNC Fund recognizes the crucial role played by Seed Investors, Pre-Launch Investors, and
Retail Investors in its journey. This three-tiered approach ensures strategic contributions
from each segment, fostering a comprehensive and engaged investor community.
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I. Seed Investors

The UNC Fund has been seeded by investors with an initial fund raise target of $400,000.
This initial capital infusion is crucial for laying the groundwork and supporting the early
stages of the project for; 

Project Development: A significant portion of the raised funds will be allocated to
project development. This includes activities such as research, planning, design, and
prototyping.

1.

Establishment Expenses: UNC Fund will utilize funds to cover establishment expenses.
These may include legal fees, administrative costs, and setting up the necessary
infrastructure.

2.

Initial Working Capital: Ensuring sufficient working capital is essential for smooth
operations. The initial funds will provide the necessary liquidity for day-to-day activities,
team salaries, and other operational needs.

3.

In summary, this initial funding phase emphasizes the foundational support required to
kickstart UNC Fund’s mission and pave the way for its success

II. Pre-Launch Investors

Across six stages, Pre-Launch Investors enjoy tiered pricing, ranging from $0.10 to $0.40.
Each stage has a specific target, with the cumulative Pre-Launch Investment aiming for a
total raise of $4.85 million. This tiered approach encourages early engagement and loyalty.
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III. Retail Investors
Spread across five stages, Retail Investors gain access to tokens at various prices, ranging
from $0.50 to $0.70. The total raise target for this stage is set at $24.41 million, reflecting
the emphasis on inclusivity and accessibility.

Minimum and Maximum Fund-Raising Goals
UNC Fund sets clear financial goals for the token offering, with a minimum funding target of
$21 million and a maximum cap of $30 million. These parameters provide transparency and
ensure that UNC Fund secures the necessary resources for its ambitious initiatives.

Duration
The token offering is strategically designed to span a total duration of 18 months,
encompassing both the Pre-Launch and Retail Investor stages. This extended timeline
allows for sustained engagement, wider participation, and strategic growth for UNC Fund.

UNC Fund's detailed token offering plan underscores its commitment to transparency,
inclusivity, and strategic growth, aligning seamlessly with its vision to become a
transformative digital investment hub.
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Investor’s rights and protection for Uni Citizens Fund Security Token Holders, as well as
smart contract functionalities to enhance investor protection, are critical aspects of any
security token offering (STO).

Investor

Protection

03

Transparent
Information
Investors have the right to access
transparent and timely information
about the fund's activities, financial
performance, and any significant
events. This information is usually
provided through regular reports and
updates.

04

Voting 
Rights
Security token holders may have voting
rights in governance decisions,
allowing them to participate in key
decisions affecting the fund.

02

Ownership &
Dividends
Security token holders typically have
ownership rights in the underlying
assets of Uni Citizens Fund. They may
be entitled to dividends or other
distributions based on the fund's
performance.

01

Legal 
Compliance
Uni Citizens Fund is likely to adhere
to relevant securities laws and
regulations to ensure legal
compliance and protect investor
rights.

06

Regulatory
Compliance
Uni Citizens Fund may implement
mechanisms to ensure compliance
with regulatory requirements,
safeguarding investors against
potential legal issues.

05

Asset 
Backing
The security tokens issued by Uni
Citizens Fund may represent a claim
on specific assets or a share in the
fund's overall portfolio, providing
investors with clear asset backing.
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Investor’s Rights and Protection
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01 Automated Compliance

Smart contracts can be programmed to enforce compliance with legal &

regulatory requirements, ensuring fund operates within the specified framework.

02 Automated Dividend Distribution:

Smart contracts can automate the distribution of dividends to token holders

based on predefined criteria, enhancing efficiency and transparency.

03 Lock-In Periods

Smart contracts can enforce lock-in periods for certain transactions or token

transfers, preventing rapid and potentially harmful fluctuations in token prices.

04 Voting Mechanisms

Governance-related decisions can be executed through smart contracts,

allowing for automated and transparent voting processes.

05 Token Buyback Programs

UNC Fund might use smart contracts to execute token buyback programs,

providing liquidity to token holders and potentially supporting token prices.

06 Token Burn Mechanism

Smart contracts can include mechanisms for token burning, reducing the overall

token supply and potentially increasing the value of remaining tokens.

Smart Contract Functionality for Investor Protection

07 Multi-Signature Wallets

Multi-signature wallets, enabled by smart contracts, can add an extra layer of

security by requiring multiple private keys to authorize transactions.
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Staking

Rewards

Uni Citizens Fund (UNC Fund) incorporates a staking mechanism to encourage active
participation and commitment from investors. The staking process involves participants
locking up their tokens for predetermined periods, contributing to the network's security
and stability. The staking rewards are structured based on the duration of the lock-up
period, providing investors with the flexibility to choose between various staking options.
 
The staking rewards aim to align the interests of Retail & Pre-Launch Investors with the
overall success and sustainability of UNC Fund. The lock-up periods provide stability and
encourage a long-term commitment from participants. The rewards structure and
conditions are designed to optimize participation while ensuring fair and transparent
incentives for stakers.

To enhance flexibility and cater to varying investment preferences, UNC Fund offers five
lock-in periods with different staking rewards in the form of Bonus Tokens:

4 3

Staking Months Staking Reward/Month Minimum Staking Token Worth 

6 Months 1.50% $100

12 Months 2.00% $100

18 Months 2.50% $100

24 Months 3.00% $100

30 Months 3.50% $100
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Dividend

Rewards

4 4

1 Eligibility for Dividends

Seed Investors and Staked token holders are eligible for dividend income. This
ensures that participants actively contributing to the stability and growth of UNC
Fund through staking are rewarded with a share of the profits.

Uni Citizens Fund (UNC Fund) has implemented a robust Dividend Distribution Policy to
provide token holders with a mechanism for sharing in the financial success of the fund. The
conditions under which dividends will be distributed are as follows:

2 Dividend Calculation

Dividends are determined by UNC Fund's performance, with a focus on achieving
robust gross annual returns. The calculation considers the overall profitability and
success of the fund's investment ventures.

3 Distribution Frequency

Dividends are distributed periodically, with the frequency determined by the fund's
financial performance and the achievement of targeted returns. Distribution
intervals will be communicated to token holders in advance.

Timing of First Dividend: The first dividend will be distributed upon the
completion of one year after the Fund Raise target is achieved or after the
listing of the token on exchanges, whichever is earlier. This initial period allows
for the fund's investments to mature and generate returns.
Subsequent Semi-Annual Dividends: Following the initial distribution,
dividends for staked token holders will be distributed semi-annually. This
regular schedule ensures that investors continue to receive a share of the
fund's profits at consistent intervals.
Notification and Transparency: UNC Fund is committed to providing clear and
timely communication to token holders regarding dividend distributions.
Notifications will be issued before each distribution, outlining the amount and
relevant details, ensuring transparency and keeping the community informed.
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By adhering to this Dividend Distribution Policy, UNC Fund aims to create a fair and
transparent mechanism for sharing profits with its Investors, promoting long term
sustainability and collaboration. The fund acknowledges the crucial role that investors play
in its success and strives to provide them with tangible benefits through a well-defined
dividend structure.

4 Regular Monitoring and Adjustment

UNC Fund adopts a proactive approach to monitoring and adjusting its investment
strategies to optimize growth expectations. This includes adapting to dynamic
market conditions and implementing strategies to achieve the targeted minimum
gross annual return.

5 Transparency and Accountability

The dividend distribution process is transparent, and the fund is committed to
keeping token holders informed about the performance and financial status of the
fund. Regular reports and updates will be provided to ensure accountability and
trust.

6 Alignment with Investor Interests: 

The dividend distribution policy is designed to align the interests of token holders
with the overall success of UNC Fund. By tying dividends to the fund's performance
and profitability, investors are motivated to actively contribute to the fund's
growth.
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Voting Rights

Corporate
Governance

Model

Proposal
Submission

Decentralized
Autonomous
Organization

(DAO): 

Community
Engagement

Token-based
Governance

Proposals

Uni Citizens Fund aims to provide its Security Token (Uni Citizens Token - UNC) holders with
a voice in the governance of the project. Here's an explanation of how security token holders
can participate in the governance of Uni Citizens Fund:

UNC Fund

Governance
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It's important to note that the specific details of governance participation for Uni Citizens
Fund's security token holders will be outlined in the project's documentation, including its
white paper, governance policies, and any smart contracts governing the governance
processes. Token holders are encouraged to stay informed about governance updates and
actively participate in the governance mechanisms provided by Uni Citizens Fund.

Security token holders, by owning Uni Citizens Tokens (UNC), are granted voting rights.
This means they can participate in decision-making processes related to the project.
Key governance decisions may include strategic directions, project developments,
allocation of funds, and other matters that impact the Uni Citizens Fund.

Uni Citizens Fund follows a corporate governance model that involves token holders in
the decision-making process. The specific details of the corporate governance model,
including the frequency and mechanisms of voting, are outlined in the project's
governance documents and may be accessible to token holders.

Governance mechanisms will allow token holders to submit proposals for consideration
by the Uni Citizens Fund community. These proposals could range from investment
decisions to strategic partnerships and other initiatives. The voting process enables
token holders to express their support or objection to proposed actions.

Uni Citizens Fund will operate as a decentralized autonomous organization (DAO),
leveraging smart contracts and blockchain technology to automate governance
processes. DAOs are designed to be transparent, tamper-resistant, and governed by
the consensus of token holders.

Communication channels, forums, or platforms will be established to foster community
engagement and discussion. Token holders can actively participate in discussions
related to the project's development, share insights, and contribute to the decision-
making process.

Governance proposals will be token-weighted, meaning that the voting power of a
participant is proportional to the number of Uni Citizens Tokens they hold. This ensures
that those with a larger stake in the project have a more significant influence on the
outcomes of governance decisions.
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These are self-executing agreements
encoded with predefined rules. These
contracts automatically execute and
enforce terms written in code when

specific conditions are met, ensuring
secure and transparent management of

token-related operations.

BEP-20 is a token standard on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC), a blockchain network that
operates in parallel with the Binance Chain. It is similar to Ethereum's ERC-20 token
standard but is specifically designed for the Binance Smart Chain.

Here's a brief overview of BEP-20 technology:

Technology

Stack

For Uni Citizens Fund (UNC Fund) using BEP-20 for Security Tokenization, it means that
their security tokens (Security Token Units or STUs) adhere to the BEP-20 standard. This
choice of technology allows UNC Fund to leverage the features and capabilities provided by
the Binance Smart Chain for issuing, managing, and transferring security tokens in a secure
and efficient manner within the BSC ecosystem.

BEP-20 tokens are native to the
Binance Smart Chain, making them

compatible with BSC's infrastructure.
This standard ensures that these

tokens can be easily used and
transferred within the Binance Smart

Chain ecosystem.

Compatibility with 
Binance Smart Chain (BSC)

Smart 
Contracts

BEP-20 tokens enable seamless
interoperability within the BSC, allowing

effortless movement across different
applications and platforms. This design

facilitates easy integration into
decentralized applications (DApps) and

financial services.

Interoperability

BEP-20 tokens contain essential
information such as the token name,

symbol, decimal places, and total
supply. This information is crucial for

the proper functioning and recognition
of the token within the Binance Smart

Chain.

 Token
Information

BEP-20 tokens can be utilized in various
decentralized finance applications,

including token swaps, liquidity pools,
yield farming. The compatibility with the
Binance Smart Chain has contributed to

the growth of decentralized finance
activities within the BSC ecosystem.

Decentralized Finance 
(DeFi) Applications
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Oct-Nov             2023 Feb-Jun             2024

Nov-Dec             2023

Apr-Jun             2024

Jul-Dec             2024

Jan-Mar             2025

May                     2025

Stage 1
Seed Funding & Project
Inception

Stage 3
Pre-Launch Campaign

Stage 2
Security token architect &
development 

Stage 4
Blockchain Development 

Stage 5
Retail Offering & Airdrops 

Stage 6
Exchange Development 

Stage 7
Token Listing & Staking 

Strategic

Roadmap

A roadmap in the context of a project or initiative serves as a strategic plan or visual guide
that outlines the key stages, milestones, and objectives essential for achieving a particular
goal or vision. It defines the sequential steps, major tasks, and significant phases of a
project, offering a structured overview of the journey from inception to completion.
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Universal Citizens FZ-LLC embarks on a transformative journey with UNC Fund, outlining a
strategic roadmap across various stages. Each phase signifies a crucial milestone,
contributing to the evolution of UNC Fund's investment ecosystem. Here's a brief overview
of the Current and Future Journey:

Seed Funding & Project Inception (Oct-Nov 2023):1.
A pivotal milestone, seed funding fuels UNC Fund's vision for financial inclusivity and
project inception.

Security Token Architect & Development (Nov-Dec 2023):2.
Overcoming challenges, UNC Fund propels forward with the development of
Security Tokens.

Pre-Launch Campaign (Feb-Jun 2024):3.
A dynamic campaign sees Pre-Launch Investors amplifying the ecosystem's vitality.

Blockchain Development (Apr-Jun 2024):4.
UNC Fund fortifies its presence and accessibility across global markets through
blockchain development.

Retail Offering & Airdrops (Jul-Dec 2024):5.
Emphasis on community engagement and empowerment, rewarding participation
through retail offering and airdrops.

Exchange Development (Jan-Mar 2025):6.
Extending an open invitation to diverse investors, UNC Fund develops an exchange
for seamless engagement.

Token Listing & Staking (May 2025):7.
UNC Fund's commitment to a community-driven ethos and inclusivity is symbolized
through token listing and staking.

This roadmap delineates UNC Fund's strategic trajectory, demystifying investments,
fostering a community-driven ethos, and shaping a future where inclusivity reigns supreme
for Universal Citizens worldwide.
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Risks and

Disclaimers

5 0

Risk Factors

Legal Disclaimers

Market Volatility: Uni Citizens Fund operates in financial markets, subject to
fluctuations that may impact the value of investments.

1.

Regulatory Changes: Changes in legal or regulatory frameworks can affect the fund's
operations and compliance.

2.

Business Ventures: Ventures in various sectors involve inherent risks, including market
competition, economic conditions, and industry-specific challenges.

3.

Technological Risks: The use of blockchain and emerging technologies may face
unforeseen technical challenges or vulnerabilities.

4.

Economic Conditions: Economic downturns can impact investment returns and the
success of ventures.

5.

No Guarantee of Returns: Uni Citizens Fund cannot guarantee specific investment
returns, and past performance is not indicative of future results.

1.

Regulatory Compliance: The fund operates within legal frameworks but is subject to
regulatory changes and uncertainties.

2.

Investor Responsibility: Investors are responsible for understanding the associated
risks and making informed investment decisions.

3.

Projected Outcomes: Forward-looking statements and projections are based on
assumptions and carry inherent uncertainties.

4.

No Financial Advice: Information provided does not constitute financial advice, and
investors should seek professional advice based on individual circumstances.

5.
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Limitations

Investors are urged to carefully review all associated risks, seek legal and financial advice,
and make investment decisions based on a comprehensive understanding of Uni Citizens
Fund's prospectus and disclosures.

Market Risks: Market conditions may impact the liquidity and valuation of security
tokens.

1.

Project Risks: The success of ventures is subject to various factors, and not all
proposed projects may achieve expected outcomes.

2.

Technology Risks: Blockchain and smart contract technologies carry inherent risks,
including potential vulnerabilities and unforeseen issues.

3.

Regulatory Environment: Changes in regulatory frameworks may impact the fund's
ability to operate or affect the value of security tokens.

4.

Force Majeure: External events beyond the fund's control, such as natural disasters or
geopolitical events, may impact operations.

5.
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Uni Citizens Fund (UNC Fund) extends its deepest gratitude to our valued community and
stakeholders. The journey toward an inclusive investment landscape has been nothing short
of transformative, and your unwavering support has been the driving force behind our
vision.

UNC Fund stands at the intersection of innovation, transparency, and inclusivity, redefining
the norms of traditional investment. The projects outlined in this whitepaper represent not
just a portfolio but a commitment to fostering growth, sustainability, and community-driven
progress. The meticulous attention to security tokenization, blockchain development, and
strategic investments across diverse sectors underscores our dedication to providing Uni
Citizens worldwide with a secure and versatile investment platform.

As we move forward, UNC Fund is not just a financial ecosystem; it's a collective endeavor
toward a future where opportunities know no boundaries. Our commitment to excellence,
transparency, and community-driven governance remains steadfast. Together, we embark
on a journey that transcends the realms of conventional finance, shaping a world where
every Uni Citizen has the opportunity to thrive.

We welcome to be an integral part of the UNC family. The future is bright, and we look
forward to achieving new milestones, breaking barriers, and realizing the full potential of
global financial inclusivity. Uni Citizens Fund — where your investment journey becomes a
legacy.

In conclusion, Uni Citizens Fund (UNC Fund) stands as a dynamic and forward-thinking
investment initiative, guided by a commitment to sustained growth and financial success.
The strategic allocation of funds, with robust annual return requirement, underscores the
fund's proactive approach to adapt to dynamic market conditions. Through regular
monitoring and adjustment strategies, the fund aims to optimize growth expectations,
reflecting its dedication to achieving and exceeding financial targets. Uni Citizens Fund's
vision revolves around fostering a robust and prosperous financial ecosystem, where
strategic investments and a commitment to knowledge development contribute to both
individual and societal well-being.

Final 

Thoughts
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R e g i s t e r

S t a r t  y o u r
I n v e s t m e n t

j o u r n e y

Login credentials will be
shared on the register

email. Use those
credentials to login in the

dashboard.

User Registration and Investment Journey with UNC Fund

How to

Participate

Embarking on your journey with Uni Citizens Fund (UNC Fund) through participation in the
Security Token Offering (STO) involves a straightforward and professional process designed
to ensure accessibility and compliance.

With your account in place, you'll gain the opportunity to become a valued participant in UNC
Fund's diverse investment initiatives. UNC Fund encourages collaboration and growth
through its referral program, allowing you to share the benefits of participation with others.
This systematic approach underscores UNC Fund's commitment to making the onboarding
process efficient and transparent, setting the stage for a rewarding investment experience.
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01 Global Financial Services Market Analysis
Source 1: Research and Markets

Source 2: Statista

Note: Click on the source to visit the website for more information.
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https://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/5720992/financial-services-global-market-opportunities
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1261592/global-smes/#:~:text=Number%20of%20SMEs%20worldwide%202000%2D2021&text=There%20were%20estimated%20to%20be,when%20there%20were%20328.5%20million.
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